
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-24: Four-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

transportation

appreciate

discovery

ability

geography

delivery

certificate

ordinary

caterpillar

watermelon

helicopter

macaroni

identical

information

relaxation

technology

apologize

eternity

community

relationship

close

clothes

Challenge

entertainment

transformation

necessary 

Divide the following spelling words into syllables by drawing a line between each syllable.  

1.  t  r  a  n  s  p  o  r  t  a  t  i  o  n

2.  i  d  e  n  t  i  c  a  l                         

3.  r  e  l  a  x  a  t  i  o  n

4.  m  a  c  a  r  o  n  i

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  not special; plain; normal            _________________________

6.  a person's talent or skill           _________________________

7.  unending time; infinity               _________________________

8. a group of people living in the same place or sharing a                   _________________________
common characteristic                  

     
Unscramble the spelling words.    

9.    cirhpeolte    _________________________  hint: an aircraft controlled by large blades or rotors 

10.  aplcrialtre    _________________________  hint: the larvae of a moth or butterfly

11.  tareciectif    ________________________   hint: an official document

12.  opyghreag  ________________________   hint: the study of the physical features of Earth
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Name: _________________________________               List D-24: Four-Syllable Spelling Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

apologize      relationship watermelon information

discovery      appreciate delivery      technology

13.  Do you have a good  ________________________  with your brother?        

14.      The  ________________________  man left a package at my doorstep. 

15.  Nora wants to make sure she has all the  ________________________  she needs to know for 

the test.  

16. Dad slices open the ripe, juicy  ________________________  and cuts it into wedges so we can 

all enjoy a summer treat.       

17. Anya should  ________________________  to Peter for breaking his electronic robot.      

18. You never know what  ________________________  you might make when you read a book. 

19. Camden is going to  ________________________  a shorter school bus ride this year!

20. Mitch's brother can fix computers, phones, and other pieces of  ________________________.

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that refers to items that you wear.         ___________________________
                  

22. Name the review word that means “to shut something.”         ___________________________

23. If you arrange your challenge words in alphabetical order,       ___________________________
which word would come first?        
                     

24. Name the challenge word that would come next,                   ___________________________
alphabetically.                   

           
25. Which challenge word would come last, alphabetically?            ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-24: Four-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

transportation

appreciate

discovery

ability

geography

delivery

certificate

ordinary

caterpillar

watermelon

helicopter

macaroni

identical

information

relaxation

technology

apologize

eternity

community

relationship

close

clothes

Challenge

entertainment

transformation

necessary

Divide the following spelling words into syllables by drawing a line between each syllable.  

1.  t  r  a  n  s  p  o  r  t  a  t  i  o  n

2.  i  d  e  n  t  i  c  a  l                         

3.  r  e  l  a  x  a  t  i  o  n

4.  m  a  c  a  r  o  n  i

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  not special; plain; normal            ordinary 

6.  a person's talent or skill           ability

7.  unending time; infinity               eternity

8. a group of people living in the same place or sharing a                   community
common characteristic                  

     
Unscramble the spelling words.    

9.    cirhpeolte         helicopter        hint: an aircraft controlled by large blades or rotors 

10.  aplcrialtre         caterpillar         hint: the larvae of a moth or butterfly

11.  tareciectif         certificate                  hint: an official document

12.  opyghreag             geography                hint: the study of the physical features of Earth
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Name: _________________________________               List D-24: Four-Syllable Spelling Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

apologize      relationship watermelon information

discovery      appreciate delivery      technology

13.  Do you have a good relationship with your brother?     

14.      The delivery man left a package at my doorstep. 

15.  Nora wants to make sure she has all the information she needs to know for the test.  

16. Dad slices open the ripe, juicy watermelon and cuts it into wedges so we can all enjoy a 

summer treat.       

17. Anya should apologize to Peter for breaking his electronic robot.      

18. You never know what discovery you might make when you read a book. 

19. Camden is going to appreciate a shorter school bus ride this year!

20. Mitch's brother can fix computers, phones, and other pieces of technology.

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the review word that refers to items that you wear.         clothes
                  

22. Name the review word that means “to shut something.”         close

23. If you arrange your challenge words in alphabetical order,       entertainment
which word would come first?        
                     

24. Name the challenge word that would come next,                   necessary
alphabetically.                   

           
25. Which challenge word would come last, alphabetically?            transformation
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